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Abstract
Background. Patients with right or more rarely left parietotemporal lesions after stroke may have profound visuospatial
disorders that impair activities of daily living (ADL) and long-term outcome. Clinical studies indicate improvements
with systematic training of perception. Studies of perceptual learning in healthy persons suggest rapid improvements in
perceptual learning of spatial line orientation with partial transfer to nontrained line orientations. Objective. The authors
investigated a novel feedback-based perceptual training procedure for the rehabilitation of patients after stroke. Methods. In
an uncontrolled trial, 13 participants showing profound deficits in line orientation and related visuospatial tasks within 12
to 28 weeks of onset performed repetitive feedback-based, computerized training of visual line orientation over4 weeks
of treatment. Visual line-orientation discrimination and visuospatial and visuoconstructive tasks were assessed before and
after training. Results. The authors found (a) rapid improvements in trained but also in nontrained spatial orientation tests
in all 13 participants, partially up to a normal level; (b) stability of the obtained improvements at 2-month follow-up; (c)
interocular transfer of training effects to the nontrained eye in 2 participants suggesting a central, postchiasmatic locus
for this perceptual improvement; and (d) graded transfer of improvements to related spatial tasks, such as horizontal
writing, analog clock reading, and visuoconstructive capacities but no transfer to unrelated measures of visual performance.
Conclusions. These results suggest the potential for treatment-induced improvements in visuospatial deficits by feedbackbased, perceptual orientation training as a component of rehabilitation after stroke.
Keywords
visuospatial disorders, hemispatial neglect, recovery of function, stroke rehabilitation

Introduction

Rehabilitation of Visuospatial Disorders

Focal brain damage after stroke can be accompanied by
profound visuospatial disorders.1-3 Lesions of extrastriate
cortical and subcortical structures—for example, parietal,
temporoparietal, thalamic, or basal ganglia lesions of
the right (50%-70%) or left hemisphere (30%-50%)—lead
to impairments in space perception.4 Typically, righthemispheric lesions cause more frequent and more severe
deficits compared with left-hemispheric lesions.5,6 Deficits
following such lesions include impairments in lineorientation discrimination7,8; the subjective vertical9; line
bisection and subjective straight ahead10; size, distance,
and position estimation11; clock reading/drawing12; and
block-design performance.13
Deficits in visual orientation discrimination most frequently occur after lesions affecting the parietal cortex and/
or the basal ganglia.6,7 Apart from the parietal cortex,14-17
there is evidence for a distributed network underlying orientation processing.18

Visuospatial disorders often lead to impairments in activities
of daily living (ADL) and show adverse effects on therapy
outcome.4,19 Many patients with large right-hemispheric
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lesions show combinations of visuospatial deficits, spatial
neglect, and anosognosia,20,21 the latter being an especially
difficult therapeutic problem.22 Neurorehabilitation research
has primarily dealt with spatial neglect,23 showing effects of
neck muscle vibration,24 prism adaptation,25,26 and vestibular,27 optokinetic,28,29 and theta burst stimulation.30 Yet there
is also evidence suggesting some efficacy of visuospatial and
visuoconstructive therapy on visuospatial impairments apart
from neglect. Successful therapeutic approaches for visuospatial disorders include spatial-perceptual training by feedback,20,31 visuoconstructive training,13 and ADL therapy. For
instance, visuospatial deficits were found to be reduced
via the graded training of spatial-perceptual capacities with
verbal feedback, which is assumed to recalibrate spatial perception.31 Still, only few treatments for visuospatial deficits
apart from neglect have been evaluated quantitatively.

Perceptual Learning and Plasticity
Perceptual learning involves relatively long-lasting changes
to an organism’s perceptual system that improve its ability
to respond to its environment.32 In unaffected controls,
effects of perceptual learning on various perceptual and
cognitive functions have been documented.32,33 Visual perception was shown to improve with practice in several
tasks, including orientation discrimination.34-36 However,
the underlying neural mechanisms are not fully understood,
and the literature is inconsistent regarding restrictions of
learning. Some orientation learning studies found no34 or
only limited36 transfer to unpracticed orientations or other
retinal locations,34 suggesting that perceptual learning
occurs at early stages of processing and is restricted to sensory areas addressed by an individual stimulus/task.37-39
Other studies found that improvements can generalize,37,40
depending on the trained function and task complexity.41
For instance, contrast sensitivity training in patients with
amblyopia was shown to transfer to other visual functions,40
indicating plasticity at higher levels of visual processing. The
generalization of training effects is important for understanding the neural mechanisms underlying learning but also
serves as an indicator of the practical value of training procedures. Findings of transfer effects encourage the use of
perceptual learning in neurorehabilitation. Thereby, it is necessary to identify factors critical for training success and
transfer of training to further functions and tasks.
In unaffected controls, trialwise feedback was shown to
be a potential factor of training success.42 Feedback
enhanced training effects for oblique but not cardinal
directions, indicating that feedback might be important to
sharpen the representation of oblique stimuli but less
important for training cardinal directions, which already
have a more stable representation. These results indicate
that feedback enhances training benefits especially when
representations of stimuli are unstable, as they are in participants with visuospatial disorders related to orientation

representation. Especially when disorders are accompanied by anosognosia, feedback might be important in rehabilitation to improve the insight into quality and magnitude
of visuospatial deficits.
This study investigated the effects of repetitive
feedback-based line-orientation training on orientation discrimination in patients with severe visuospatial deficits
after recent stroke. The main objective was (1) to investigate the effectiveness of such a perceptual training to
improve visual orientation discrimination in stroke patients
and to assess whether potential training effects generalize to
all orientations and persist over time. (2) In order to shed
light on the putative stage(s) of processing affected by the
training, interocular transfer was measured in two subjects.
(3) Furthermore, transfer effects to related visuospatial and
visuoconstructive parameters relevant to ADL performance
as well as to visual tasks unrelated to orientation discrimination were measured to assess generalization and specificity of the treatment.

Methods
Participants
A total of 13 participants with single, vascular lesions and
no evidence of brain stem lesions (revealed by CT/MRI)
were included in the study—11 with right-hemispheric and
2 with left-hemispheric lesions. Participants were recruited
within a neuropsychological outpatient department based
on the following criteria: (a) single, unilateral supratentorial stroke and (b) deficits in at least 2 of 4 tests described
below: Benton Judgment of Line Orientation Test (JLOT),43
<22nd percentile; Mack-Levine Test,44 <7 correct items;
analog clock reading, >2 errors; 45° orientation discrimination, >8° uncertainty interval. Exclusion criteria were
(a) bilateral lesions, (b) severe aphasia precluding proper
comprehension of instructions, and (c) psychiatric problems. Binocular visual fields were mapped with kinetic
perimetry.45 Neglect severity was measured in a screening
(on white paper 29.7 × 19.7 cm2) that included copy drawing (star, daisy, clock, house, and face), horizontal
line bisection (20 cm × 1 mm black line), number cancellation (10 targets in each hemispace among 100 numbers
on the sheet), and a reading test with 180 words sensitive to
neglect.46 The coexistence of neglect was no criterion for
selection. Table 1 summarizes the demographic and clinical
data. In all, 10 participants had parietal cortical lesions, and
3 had thalamus or basal ganglia lesions. The mean age was
45.6 years (23-60 years), “mean time since lesion onset was
20.7 weeks (12-28 weeks). 12 participants were right handed
and 1 left handed. All had normal or corrected-to-normal
visual acuity. No participant had disease of the anterior visual
pathways as judged from orthoptic/ophthalmological investigations (fundus examination, slit lamp); 9 participants had
left-sided homonymous visual field deficits (7 hemianopia,
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Table 1. Demographic and Clinical Data of Brain-Damaged Participants

PatientAge, y Sex Educ, y
1

40

F

10

2
3
4
5
6

32
42
41
60
45

F
F
M
M
F

8
11
13
8
12

7

57

M

11

8
9

54
59

M
M

14
17

10

57

M

10

11
12

52
23

M
F

9
12

13

31

F

8

Etiology

Lesion Locus TSO,wk Hemiplegia

ICH right,
Parietal
MCI right
MCI right
Parietal
ICH left, MCI left
Parietal
MCI right
Parietal
MCI right
Parietal
ICH right
Frontoparietal
PCI (calcarina)
Occipital,
right, ICH right
thalamic
ICH right
Parietal
ICH right
Basal ganglia
(putamen,
claustrum)
MCI right
Temporooccipitoparietal
MCI right
Frontoparietal
ICH right
Thalamic
thalamus
MCI left
Inferior parietal

Visual Field/Field
Sparing, deg

Training
Visual Sessions
Neglecta (Trials)
+++, L

Training
Type

12

L

Left, hemianopia, 1°

12
24
24
24
24

—
—
L
L
L

24

L

Normal
++, L
Normal
+, R
Left, hemianopia, 2° +++, L
Normal
+++, L
Left, impaired form/ ++, L
color perception, 20°
Left, hemianopia, 2° +, L

10 (188) Binocular

12
24

—
L

Left, hemianopia, 1°
Left, hemianopia, 2°

10 (276) Binocular
11 (247) Monocular

24

—

17
28

—
L

Left, impaired form/ +, L
color perception, 24°
Left, hemianopia, 1° ++, L
Left, hemianopia, 7° ++, L

20

—

Normal

++, L
+++, L

+, R

14 (221) Binocular
11 (224)
11 (245)
19 (504)
17 (525)
13 (250)

Binocular
Binocular
Monocular
Binocular
Binocular

6 (107) Binocular
7 (143) Binocular
10 (135) Binocular
8 (170) Binocular

Abbreviations: F, female; M, male; Educ, education (years of schooling); MCI/PCI, middle/posterior cerebral artery infarction; ICH, intracerebral hemorrhage; TSO, time since onset; L/R, left/right.
a
Visual neglect severity: +, signs of mild contralateral visual neglect in at least 2 of 4 screening tests (copy drawing, line bisection, number cancellation,
and text reading); ++, moderate contralateral visual neglect in 3 of 4 neglect screening tests; +++, severe contralateral visual neglect in all 4 neglect
screening tests.

2 impaired form/color perception in the contralesional
visual field). Aphasia was ruled out in participants with
left-hemispheric damage on the basis of the Aachen
Aphasia test.47 All participants showed profound visuospatial disorders and mild to severe visual neglect. Informed
consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki II was
obtained from all participants. The study was approved by
the local ethics committee (Bavarian Medical Association).

Visual Line-Orientation Discrimination
Visuospatial measurements were taken in darkness with the
chassis of the PC monitor covered by an oval-shaped mask
to eliminate visual reference cues. Participants were tested
at a 0.5-m viewing distance with spectacle corrections
where necessary. Head position was stabilized by a headand-chin rest. Visual orientation discrimination was measured with the computerized visual-spatial perception
program (VS).48 Participants viewed 2 oblique lines (10 cm
× 1.4 mm) oriented differently on the screen. The experimenter rotated 1 line via mouse clicks until participants
indicated that both lines had the same orientation. Based on
the methods of limits,49 the psychophysical parameters
constant error (difference between target and reference line

at the point of subjective equality) and interval of uncertainty (range in which lines are perceived as being parallel)
were calculated by the program. Visual orientation discrimination was measured for 6 angles: 30°, 45°, and 60°
(clockwise) and 120°, 135°, and 150° (counterclockwise).
Furthermore, the subjective visual vertical and horizontal
(SVV, SVH) were measured via VS. Retest reliability for
the 45° orientation discrimination in VS is 0.86, and retest
reliability of the SVV is 0.84.50 The step width was 0.5° in
all measurements. There were 10 trials for each orientation.
Orientation conditions were blocked, and the sequence of
blocks was counterbalanced to control for practice effects.
The starting position of the target line was 20° from the
orientation of the reference line. The direction of initial tilt
was counterbalanced to control for effects of rotation direction. Before testing, participants performed 5 practice trials.

Testing Sequence and Training Procedure
Participants performed the described procedure in 2 baseline sessions before training and in 1 posttraining session.
The second baseline was collected 6 weeks after the first
baseline to control for effects of spontaneous remission.
After the second baseline, participants completed 4 weeks
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Figure 1. Experimental setup in the visual line-orientation
discrimination training.

of training, followed by the posttraining session.
Additionally, participants performed a follow-up session
(only for the 45° and 135° orientation) 8 weeks after the
posttraining session. In the 4 weeks of training, participants
practiced the discrimination of the 45° orientation and
received perceptual feedback to train the correct orientation
(Figure 1). Visual feedback was given via a rectangular
frame around the target line, which became progressively
narrow in the course of training (initial size = 20°, final
size = 8°, step width = 1°). This rectangular frame was
presented simultaneously with the line during training. It
was green in case of orientation adjustments within the
respective range and red when the target line was rotated
out of the range. Participants performed 11.3 sessions (249
trials) on average, ranging from 6 to 19 sessions (107-525
trials). Treatment was terminated when (a) normal cutoff
scores were reached (orientation discrimination 45°, uncertainty interval < 8°, which was the case in 12 participants)
or (b) when no further improvement was observed over 5
consecutive sessions.

Monocular Training
Two participants with equivalent time since onset (participants 4 and 9) performed a monocular version of the orientation training. In the monocular training, 1 eye was
covered by an eye patch in all training sessions. Participant
4 performed 19 training sessions (504 trials) with the left
eye only, and participant 9 performed 11 training sessions
(247 trials) with the right eye only. The baseline sessions,
the posttraining session, and the follow-up session were
performed monocularly with the trained and the nontrained
eye in both participants to test whether there was transfer of
training from 1 eye to the other. In these sessions, participants performed 6 trials for each orientation (30°, 45°, 60°,
120°, 135°, 150°)—3 with clockwise and 3 with counterclockwise rotation.

Visuospatial and Visuoconstructive Tests
Related to Orientation Perception
To investigate potential transfer of improvements to visuospatial tasks assumed to rely on the integrity of orientation

perception, further measures of visuospatial, visuoconstructive, and ADL capacities were obtained in the baseline
sessions and the posttraining session.
The JLOT is a visuospatial test43 requiring participants
to identify the orientation of 2 target lines on a multiplechoice display with 11 reference lines (the difference of
each 2 being 18°). The test has 2 parallel forms, containing
5 practice and 30 test items, which were alternated between
sessions. The number of errors and performance time were
measured. Split-half reliability of the JLOT is 0.91, and
retest-reliability is 0.90.51
The Mack-Levine test is a visuoconstructive test consisting of 8 items, each containing several pieces that have to
be arranged into a square.44 Participants had 5 minutes for
each item. Task difficulty was manipulated via the number
of pieces and the angle/length of their edges. The number of
correct items and performance time were scored. This test is
highly sensitive for visuoconstructive disorders (18/19
right-hemisphere damaged patients) and correlates significantly with visual orientation discrimination (r = 0.56;
P < .05).44
Analog clock reading was assessed in a clock-reading
test with 2 practice and 20 test items. Each item displayed a
target clock face (4 cm in diameter) on a 29.7 × 19.7 cm2
sheet of white paper with 4 differently shaped clock faces
(oval, octagon, square, and circle). The hands of the target
clock face showed a specific time corresponding to 1 of the
4 multiple-choice clock faces, which had to be indicated by
the participants. The position of the correct clock face was
pseudorandomly alternated. The number of correct items
was scored. Performance in this test is significantly correlated with orientation discrimination in the JLOT (r = 0.78;
P < .001; Kerkhoff, unpublished observations).
Horizontal writing was measured to assess spatial dysgraphia. Participants were required to write their names and
addresses horizontally, beginning from the very left of a 29.7
× 19.7 cm2 sheet of paper. This procedure was repeated 5
times on different sheets. Three participants were unable to
perform this task. Deviations from the objective horizontal
(in degrees) were measured, and the range of uncertainty and
the median of the deviation were calculated.

Visual Tests Unrelated to Orientation Perception
Further measures of visual performance unrelated to orientation perception were determined before and after the
training to test whether potential transfer effects are rather
unspecific (eg, enhanced motivation) or limited to tasks
related to orientation perception.
Spatial contrast sensitivity was measured via the
Cambridge Low Contrast Gratings.52 The gratings assess
contrast sensitivity at a spatial frequency of 4 c/degree. A
series of gratings were shown in order of descending contrast until an error was made. Then, 4 descending series
were shown separately to each eye, and a mean sensitivity
score was calculated, averaged across both eyes.
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Figure 2. Average visual line-orientation discrimination performance (constant errors and intervals of uncertainty) in the 2 baseline
sessions and the posttraining session and follow-up performance for the 45° and 135° orientation; positive constant errors indicate
counterclockwise tilts of orientation judgments; each line displays 1 of 6 orientation conditions (30°, 45°, 60°, 120°, 135°, and 150°)
**Indicates a statistically highly significant difference between baseline sessions and posttraining/follow-up session.

Text reading performance was determined in a 180word reading test sensitive to neglect and hemianopic reading disturbances.46 Reading time was measured in seconds.
Alternative 180-word texts were used before and after
training.
Visual search performance was measured in a search
task on large visual displays.53 Search slides were projected
on the wall, and the patient had to point at all symbols of a
specific class (circles or triangles). The ratio of targets to
distractors was 50%. Search time (in seconds) and number
of errors (omissions or double detections) were measured.

computed for performance in the contrast sensitivity, text
reading, and visual search task. In case of significant main
effects or interactions, contrasts were used to compare performance between different sessions. To assess the extent
of interocular transfer (in participants 4 and 9), Pearson
correlation coefficients were determined, comparing orientation discrimination in the trained and the nontrained
eye across training sessions. The α level was chosen as P <
.05 for all analyses, corrected for multiple comparisons via
Bonferroni corrections.

Results
Training Effects on Visual Orientation Discrimination

Statistical Analysis
Effects of training on orientation discrimination were
assessed using repeated-measures analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) with the 3-steps factor Training (baseline 1,
baseline 2, posttraining) for the constant errors and intervals of uncertainty for all orientations (30°, 45°, 60°, 120°,
135°, 150°) and the SVV/SVH. To assess the persistence
of training effects, constant errors and intervals of uncertainty in a follow-up session (of the 45° and 135° orientation only) were compared with performance in the baseline
sessions and the posttraining session via paired t tests.
Transfer of effects to related visuospatial functions was
assessed in equivalent ANOVAs for performance parameters in the JLOT,43 the Mack-Levine test,44 analog clock
reading, and horizontal writing. To analyze whether transfer effects extend to visual functions unrelated to orientation perception, repeated-measures ANOVAs with the
2-steps factor Training (before and after training) were

Significant effects of training on constant errors (df = 2, all
F > 17.63, all P < .001) and intervals of uncertainty (df =
2, all F > 36.31, all P < .001) were found for all orientations (30°, 45°, 60°, 120°, 135°, and 150°). Both parameters were significantly larger in the baseline sessions
compared with the posttraining session (all P < .001;
Figure 2), whereas performance in the baseline sessions
did not differ significantly in all orientation conditions (all
P > .05, except for the constant errors in the 135° condition, where the difference between baselines reached
P < .05).

Persistence of Training Effects
In the follow-up session of the 45° and the 135° orientation
condition, constant errors and intervals of uncertainty were
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Figure 3. Average performance of patients in the SVV and SVH and measures of visuospatial and visuoconstructive capacities (JLOT,
horizontal writing, analog clock reading, Mack-Levine test) for the 2 baseline sessions and the posttraining session. Abbreviations: ML, MackLevine test; UI, uncertainty intervals in horizontal writing; JLOT, Judgment of Line Orientation Test.

significantly smaller than in the baseline sessions (all P <
.01; Figure 2); in contrast, they did not differ significantly
from the posttraining session (all P > .40), indicating
persistent training effects.

Training Effects on SVV and SVH
Significant effects of training were found on constant errors
(SVV: df = 2, F = 10.15, P < .01; SVH: df = 2, F = 8.38.0,
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Figure 4. Interocular transfer: average constant errors of patients 4 and 9 across the course of training sessions for the trained and
nontrained eyes. One data point represents the average constant error across 6 measurements and 6 orientation conditions (ie, 36
measurements).

P < .01) and intervals of uncertainty (SVV: df = 2, F =
11.17, P < .01; SVH: df = 2, F = 8.44, P < .01). Significantly
larger parameters were observed in the baseline sessions
compared with the posttraining session (all P < .01),
whereas performance in the baseline sessions did not differ
significantly (all P > .05; Figure 3).

Interocular Transfer
Figure 4 displays the mean constant errors of participants 4
and 9 across the course of training sessions (11 and 19 sessions, respectively). As can be seen, the curves for the
trained and the nontrained eyes are nearly identical.
Pearson correlations relating performance of the trained to
that of the nontrained eyes across training sessions were
highly significant (both r = 0.98; P < .01), indicating nearly
perfect interocular transfer.

Visuospatial Tests Related to Orientation Perception
Figure 3 displays the average performance in the visuospatial and visuoconstructive tasks for the 2 baseline sessions
and the posttraining session.
For the JLOT,43 significant effects of training on the
number of errors (df = 2; F = 87.57; P < .01) and percentile
ranks (df = 2; F = 67.97; P < .01) and a by-trend significant effect on processing times (df = 2; F = 4.28; P < .10)
were revealed. Participants made significantly fewer
errors (P < .01) and had higher percentile ranks (P < .01)
but had by-trend increased processing times in the posttraining session compared with the baseline sessions (P <
.10), whereas performance in the baseline sessions did not
differ significantly (all P > .30).
In the Mack-Levine test,44 significant effects on the number of correct items (df = 2; F = 22.49; P < .01) and overall
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Table 2. Measures of Visuospatial and Visuoconstructive Capacities Related to Orientation Perception and Visual Capacities Unrelated
to Orientation Perception Before/After Traininga
Patient
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Contrast
Sensitivity

Reading
Time, s

210/150
560/560
560/480
480/480
560/560
560/560
400/400
130/130
400/230
400/400
560/560
560/560
560/560

131/139
128/138
104/102
146/140
133/131
109/107
114/122
104/108
134/129
102/123
130/139
124/134
139/134

Visual Search Visual Search, Line-Orientation Visuoconstructive Analog Clock
Time, s
errors
Judgment
Disorder
Reading
40/37
65/67
75/81
40/41
50/42
35/30
20/34
44/48
31/37
28/23
40/50
38/30
26/28

10/9
1/1
4/2
3/3
2/2
3/2
6/2
2/2
9/16
1/1
5/4
1/2
0/0

0/22
22/57
0/57
0/11
0/57
0/57
40/74
0/22
11/40
0/40
0/74
11/57
0/40

0/3
8/8
4/5
3/3
0/5
3/7
4/6
5/6
1/5
6/7
5/8
1/2
1/3

11/1
6/1
7/3
13/3
10/1
8/0
8/5
5/4
12/1
1/0
5/0
7/4
7/3

Horizontal
Writing
14/9
—
—
6/6
6/4
6/4
12/7
4/3
—
5/2
4/1
2/1
5/3

Abbreviations: JLOT, Judgment of Line Orientation Test.
a
Contrast sensitivity: averaged scores in the Cambridge Low Contrast Gratings50; reading time: text reading time in seconds in a 180-word reading
test45; visual search: visual search on large visual displays, nonlateralized search time, and search errors51; line-orientation judgment: percentile rank in the
JLOT42; visuoconstructive disorder: number of correct items in the Mack-Levine test43; analog clock reading: number of correct items in the analog clock
reading test; horizontal writing: median of the deviation from the objective horizontal in degrees.

processing time (df = 2; F = 13.51; P < .01) were found.
There were significantly more correct items and reduced
processing times in the posttraining session compared with the
baseline sessions (all P < .01), whereas performance in the
baseline sessions did not differ significantly (both P > .40).
For analog clock reading, a significant effect on the
number of errors (df = 2; F = 31.36; P < .01) was found.
Participants made significantly fewer errors in the posttraining session compared with the baseline sessions (both
P < .01), whereas performance in the baseline conditions
did not differ significantly (P > .35).
For horizontal writing, a significant effect on the medians
of the deviation (df = 2; F = 24.12; P < .01) but not the intervals of uncertainty (df = 2; F = 2.25; P > .10) was revealed.
Participants displayed smaller deviations in horizontal writing in the posttraining session compared with the baseline
sessions (both P < .01), whereas performance in the baseline
sessions did not differ significantly (both P > .05).

Visual Tests Unrelated to Orientation Perception
Measures of visual performance unrelated to orientation
perception were equivalent before and after training (Table
2). Repeated-measures ANOVAs revealed no significant
effect of training on contrast sensitivity (df = 1; F = 2.82; P
> .10), text reading performance (df = 1; F = 2.70; P > .10),
or visual search performance (search time: df = 1, F = .42,
P > .50; search errors: df = 1, F = 0.13, P > .90).

Discussion
We investigated effects of feedback-based perceptual
training on orientation discrimination and further parameters of visuospatial performance in patients with profound
visuospatial disorders. Clear improvements in orientation
discrimination were obtained after only 4 weeks of therapy
(11 sessions on average). There was no improvement
across 2 baseline sessions, indicating that training effects
related to spontaneous remission were unlikely.
Improvements occurred not only in the trained orientation
but transferred to all untrained orientations and the SVV/
SVH, suggesting a generalized benefit for spatial orientation perception. Training effects were stable in a follow-up
session 8 weeks after training, showing that training led to
persistent improvements. Furthermore, there was nearly
perfect interocular transfer (measured in 2 participants)—
that is, equivalent improvements were found for both eyes,
even when only 1 eye was trained. The substantial “far”
transfer of improvement to further visuospatial and visuoconstructive tasks related to orientation perception
(JLOT,43 Mack-Levine test,44 horizontal writing, analog
clock reading) along with the lack of improvement in
visual tasks putatively unrelated to orientation discrimination (contrast sensitivity, visual search, and reading performance) supports the assumption of a generalized but still
specific benefit of the training in tasks assumed to rely on
orientation perception.
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Putative Stages and Mechanisms of Improvements
After training, participants showed reduced uncertainty
intervals and constant errors for all orientations, indicating
a progressive reduction of uncertainty along with a recalibration of perceptual tilts. Perceptual learning studies of
orientation discrimination in unaffected controls suggest an
involvement of early cortical visual areas but do not rule
out a possible role of higher-level visual areas.54 Recent
research using event-related potentials supports the role of
several mechanisms of improvement in orientation discrimination at different levels of visuospatial processing.55,56
Several aspects of the present data provide information
on the putative stages of visuospatial processing at which
training affected performance. The nearly perfect interocular transfer observed in 2 participants strongly suggests a
postchiasmatic locus for the improvement, beyond V1
where binocular interactions first occur in primate visual
systems.57 This assumption is supported by the transfer of
improvements to nontrained orientations and the SVV/SVH,
indicating plasticity in higher regions of the dorsal or ventral
stream relevant for orientation perception.
Interestingly, in unaffected participants, no or only limited transfer to nontrained orientations was reported.34,36
However, perceptual orientation learning might be dramatically different within injured brains. In intact brains operating at nearly perfect performance levels, training-related
improvements are limited. In contrast, patients with focal
brain damage might show a greater potential for modulations of visuospatial performance with practice. The recent
decade has shown a considerable potential for improvements
in, for example, spatial neglect.23
The considerable far transfer to further tasks related to
orientation perception strengthens the assumption of a
more central locus for the improvement at higher levels of
visuospatial processing. It is important to note that only
performance in visuospatial measures related to orientation
discrimination improved with training. In contrast, performance in visual tasks unrelated to orientation discrimination—in which participants also showed substantial
deficits—was not improved. These findings suggest that
training effects are specific for orientation perception and
related visuospatial functions but ineffective for unrelated
visual functions and, thus, cannot be accounted for by
unspecific factors such as increased motivation or alertness.
In unaffected controls, the (right) parietal cortex seems
most critical for orientation processing.14-17 Nevertheless,
several further brain regions, including V1, the lateral occipital cortex, superior temporal cortex, and subcortical structures also contribute to orientation discrimination.18,58,59 This
distributed orientation processing network could be one
potential explanation for the training benefits seen also in
patients with parietal lesions. Recent research showed that

mechanisms of plasticity after brain injury include the
sprouting of fibers and formation of new synapses but also
the redundancy of brain circuitry with parallel pathways performing similar functions.60,61 Possibly, repetitive feedbackbased training enhances the potential of dorsal or ventral
stream areas relevant for orientation processing to take over
functions of damaged parietal areas. Additionally, training
might have stimulating effects on the damaged tissue and
enhance mechanisms of neural repair. Research on functional reorganization supports the view that plasticity is not
limited to primary sensory or motor areas—rather, the
stroke-injured brain restores function via distributed neural
networks involving brain regions upstream and downstream
of the damaged region.62
The generalized improvements after repetitive feedbackbased training indicate that the damaged visual system is
plastic at higher, possibly various, levels of visuospatial
processing and shows considerable potential to reestablish
functions with perceptual training.

Clinical Relevance and Limitations of the
Study
We showed that persistent and generalized improvements in
orientation discrimination can be achieved with a moderate
training effort, which suggests that feedback-based perceptual training may be an effective and quickly accomplished
strategy for aspects of visuospatial rehabilitation. It is
important to note that training effects transferred to other
visuospatial capacities essential for ADL. This generalization along with the persistence of improvements encourages
the use of perceptual learning–related approaches in neurorehabilitation. It will be important to identify factors critical
for the transfer to additional visual functions. In the present
study, trialwise perceptual feedback might have been essential for training success and transfer, especially in participants with limited awareness regarding their deficits.
In this pilot study, we investigated a rather small sample of patients and did not assess performance compared
with a control group. Furthermore, time since lesion onset,
ranging from 12 to 28 weeks poststroke, does not rule out
time-induced and spontaneous changes in performance,
although repeated baseline assessments indicate that baseline performance was stable. Further research should
investigate the potential of these training procedures with
regard to generalization to improvements in performance
parameters relevant for ADL in a well-powered, randomized controlled trial against another active treatment.
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